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“One of the things
I love about my
practice is that it lets
me do what I want
to do. That includes
representing poor
people as well as rich
companies, popular
causes and unpopular
causes, very
profitable cases and
unprofitable cases.”

Martin H. Schreiber II
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ou might describe Martin H. Schreiber II’s Jaw practice as eclectic,
and that’s how he likes it. Handling civil litigation, criminal defense
and appellate cases, Schreiber has represented, among other clients,
the Republic of Ivory Coast in a lawsuit involving a presidential jet.
“My clients usually have big problems, and I get a lot of
satisfaction from helping them resolve them,” he said.
Before founding his firm, Schreiber spent 12 years as a partner with Brown,
Goldstein & Levy. Growing a successful, sophisticated practice on his own
terms is the achievement Schreiber is most proud of, he said: “I Jove being a
lawyer and opening my own firm has let me practice law the way I like to do it.”
Schreiber has been especially influential as a board member for Baltimore
Neighborhoods Inc., which identifies and fights housing discrimination.

Since Schreiber became head of BNI’s legal committee, the organization has
expanded its undercover “testing” program and filed 12 housing discrimina
tion lawsuits in state and federal court, all resolved successfully. Schreiber also
recruits and trains volunteer attorneys to help handle BNI’s cases.
“One of the things I love about my practice is that it lets me do what I
want to do,” he said. “That includes representing poor people as well as rich
companies, popular causes and unpopular causes, very profitable cases and
unprofitable cases. By and large, it’s worked out very well for the clients and for
me.”
Schreiber has taught at his alma mater, the University of Maryland Francis
King Carey School of Law, and serves on the alumni board.
—Amy Burroughs

